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Wall Ovens

The aroma of fresh-baked bread. The appeal of a perfectly roasted turkey. The texture of a light, delicate 

pastry. Nothing delights our senses more than the specialties likely to emerge from the wall oven of

a truly creative cook. We believe that the Jenn-Air® wall oven is the right wall oven to encourage your 

creativity, with advanced performance features that make impressive results an everyday occurrence.

Which Jenn-Air advancement do we think you’ll use the most? It’s a toss-up between MultiMode® Convection

and Auto Convection Conversion. MultiMode® Convection features six settings to deliver the ideal temperature,

airflow and cooking cycle conditions for different types of food. Auto Convection Conversion automatically

converts cook time and/or temperature from your recipes to the appropriate convection settings, taking the

guesswork out of convection cooking. Together, they make it easy to achieve the results you envision.

You’ll also find that the Jenn-Air® wall oven line is more versatile than ever, thanks to cooking combinations

that include single and double wall ovens, microwave/wall oven combos, an exclusive convenience size wall

oven, built-in microwaves and warming drawers – choices that enable you to create your ideal kitchen with ease.
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INDULGE your SENSES.

SHOWN: JJW7530DDS 30" CONVENIENCE OVEN OVER JJW9530DDS 30"  ELECTRIC SINGLE

WALL OVEN WITH CONVECTION, JMC8130DDS 30" BUILT-IN MICROWAVE,

JBL800 ATTREZZITM PEARLIZED BLACK BLENDER WITH CLEAR PITCHER.
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30"/27" PRO-STYLE® ELECTRIC 

DOUBLE WITH CONVECTION  

JJW9830DDP / JJW9827DDP

➤ Professional styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch 

electronic controls with customization features  ➤ MultiMode® 

convection in upper and lower oven  ➤ Auto Convection Conversion

➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning upper and lower oven  ➤ Proofing,

Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep Warm options  

➤ Temperature probe for upper oven  ➤ Hidden bake elements 

➤ 8-pass broil elements ➤ Stainless steel towel bar handle with 

diamond etched grip  ➤ Three racks including an EasyRackTM oven

rack and a Create-A-Space™ half-rack in both ovens  ➤ Available in 

Pro-Style® stainless steel design  

PRO-STYLE® WALL OVENS

Style choices include the Jenn-Air® Pro-Style® wall oven with a commercial finish, bold knobs and diamond etched handles for an

improved grip.

MultiMode® Convection gives you precise control over results, no matter what you’re cooking. Convect Bake, Roast, Broil, Pastry,

Drying and Thaw & Serve settings deliver the ideal temperature, air flow and cooking cycle conditions for different types of food.

That makes it easy to achieve evenly browned baked goods; moist, tender meats; and more – up to 25% faster when roasting than

with the traditional cooking method. Drying enables you to dry fruits, herbs, flowers and vegetables at home, and Thaw & Serve

gives you the proper setting for thawing ready-to-serve frozen foods.

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION�

30" PRO-STYLE® ELECTRIC SINGLE 
WITH CONVECTION JJW9530DDP

➤ Professional styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch

electronic controls with customization features  ➤ MultiMode®

convection  ➤ Auto Convection Conversion  ➤ CustomClean™

self-cleaning oven  ➤ Proofing, Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings

and Keep Warm options  ➤ Temperature probe  ➤ Hidden

bake element  ➤ 8-pass broil element ➤ Stainless steel towel bar

handle with diamond etched grip ➤ Three racks including an

EasyRackTM oven rack and Create-A-Space™ half-rack  

➤ Available in Pro-Style® stainless steel design

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION�

See pages 114-115, 118-119 for complete features and specifications.
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PRO-STYLE® WALL OVENS

SHOWN: JJW9830DDP 30" PRO-STYLE® ELECTRIC DOUBLE WALL OVEN WITH CONVECTION
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30"/27" ELECTRIC DOUBLE WITH 
UPPER CONVECTION  JJW9630DD / JJW9627DD

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch 

electronic controls with customization features  ➤ MultiMode® 

convection in upper oven  ➤ Auto Convection Conversion  

➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning upper and lower oven  ➤ Proofing, Cook

& Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep Warm options  ➤ Temperature

probe for upper oven ➤ Hidden bake elements  ➤ 8-pass broil elements 

➤ Stainless steel towel bar handles on all colors  ➤ Three racks including

an EasyRackTM oven rack and Create-A-SpaceTM half-rack in upper oven

➤ Two racks including an Easy RackTM oven rack in lower oven 

➤ Available in black (shown) or white floating glass and in stainless steel

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION�

30"/27" ELECTRIC DOUBLE WITH 
CONVECTION  JJW9830DD / JJW9827DD

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch 

electronic controls with customization features  ➤ MultiMode® 

convection in upper and lower oven  ➤ Auto Convection Conversion  

➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning upper and lower oven  ➤ Proofing, Cook &

Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep Warm options  ➤ Temperature probe for

upper oven  ➤ Hidden bake elements  ➤ 8-pass broil elements  

➤ Stainless steel towel bar handles on all colors  ➤ Three racks including an

EasyRackTM oven rack and a Create-A-Space™ half-rack in both ovens

➤ Available in black or white floating glass and in stainless steel (shown) 

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION�

WALL OVENS
Jenn-Air® double wall ovens offer twice the cooking space, along with the flexibility to cook items at different temperatures…

simultaneously. Per fect for when you entertain, whether it’s a few times a year or a few times a week! Special features for both our

double and single wall ovens include:

MultiMode® Convection gives you precise control for gourmet results, no matter what you’re cooking. Convect Bake, Roast, Broil,

Pastry, Drying and Thaw & Serve settings deliver the ideal temperature, air flow and cooking cycle conditions for different types of

food. That makes it easy to achieve evenly browned baked goods; moist, tender meats; and more – up to 25% faster when roasting

than with the traditional cooking method. Drying enables you to dry fruits, herbs, flowers and vegetables at home, and Thaw & Serve

gives you the proper setting for thawing ready-to-serve frozen foods. 

See pages 118-119 for complete features and specifications.
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DOUBLE WALL OVENS

The preparation of

good food is merely 

another expression 

of art, one of the 

joys of civilized living.

DIONE LUCAS

Flexible racking options bring added flexibility to your wall oven in an instant. The Create-A-SpaceTM

half-rack conver ts from a full-width rack to a convenient half-rack, enabling you to fit side dishes into

the oven without sacrificing space needed for larger items on the main rack. The EasyRackTM oven rack

is designed with an opening at the front of the rack, making it easier to grasp and remove pans 

without handles such as cookie sheets, large baking pans and pizza stones. 

SHOWN: JJW9530DDS 30” ELECTRIC SINGLE WALL OVEN

WITH FULL-WIDTH RACK AND CREATE-A-SPACETM HALF RACK.
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30"/27" ELECTRIC DOUBLE JJW8630DD / JJW8627DD

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch 

electronic controls with customization features  ➤ Upper and lower

bake/broil ovens  ➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning upper and lower

oven ➤ Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep Warm options  

➤ Hidden bake elements  ➤ 8-pass broil elements  ➤ Stainless steel

towel bar handles on all colors  ➤ Two racks including an EasyRackTM

oven rack in upper and lower oven  ➤ Available in black, white or

bisque (shown) floating glass and in stainless steel  

See pages 118-119 for complete features and specifications.

Auto Convection Conversion takes the guesswork out of convection cooking for consistent, professional results.

This convenient feature automatically conver ts cook time and/or temperature from conventional settings to the

appropriate convection settings – saving you time and ef for t.

Exclusive Smart Touch Controls with customization features make it easy to get the most out of all your oven’s 

functions. Intuitive, menu-driven controls make the oven easy to set and easy to customize to your cooking style. It even

includes a “Help” feature to make the most sophisticated functions simple to operate.

This Frameless, Curved Front style features stainless steel towel bar handles that provide a sophisticated appearance, avail-

able in white, black or bisque floating glass and in stainless steel with black accents.
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30" ELECTRIC DOUBLE 
JJW8230DD 

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design ➤ Electronic controls ➤ Upper and lower

CustomCleanTM self-cleaning bake/broil ovens with auto-lock

➤ Cook & Hold, and Favorite Setting options in upper oven ➤ Keep

Warm option in upper and lower ovens ➤ Six-Pass™ broil elements

➤ Variable temperature broiling ➤ Electronic clock with timer

➤ Available in black or white with color-matching handles 

or in stainless steel with black handles   

30" ELECTRIC DOUBLE WITH UPPER CONVECTION
JJW9230DD 

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design ➤ Electronic controls ➤ Upper Two-Mode

Convection (Convect Bake/Convect Roast) and bake/broil oven ➤ Auto

Convection Conversion ➤ Lower bake/broil oven ➤ CustomCleanTM

self-cleaning ovens with auto-lock ➤ Cook & Hold, and Favorite Setting

options in upper oven ➤ Keep Warm option in upper and lower ovens 

➤ Six-PassTM broil elements ➤ Variable temperature broiling

➤ Electronic clock with timer ➤ Create-A-Space™ half-rack in upper oven

➤ Available in black or white with color-matching handles or 

in stainless steel with black handles  

DOUBLE WALL OVENS

This Flush-To-Cabinet style is a streamlined design in black or white with color-matching handles, or in sleek stainless steel

with contrasting black handles.

TWO-MODE
CONVECT ION OVEN
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30"/27" ELECTRIC SINGLE 
JJW8530DD /  JJW8527DD

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch electronic controls

with customization features  ➤ Bake/broil oven  ➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven

➤ Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep Warm options  ➤ Hidden bake element

➤ 8-pass broil element  ➤ Stainless steel towel bar handle on all colors  ➤ Two racks

including an EasyRackTM oven rack  ➤ Rated # 1 by a leading consumer magazine  

➤ Available in black, white (shown) or bisque floating glass and in stainless steel  

30"/27" ELECTRIC SINGLE 
WITH CONVECTION JJW9530DD / JJW9527DD

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch electronic controls with

customization features  ➤ MultiMode® convection  ➤ Auto Convection Conversion  

➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  ➤ Proofing, Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings and Keep

Warm options  ➤ Temperature Probe  ➤ Hidden bake element  ➤ 8-pass broil element  

➤ Stainless steel towel bar handle on all colors  ➤ Three racks including an EasyRackTM

oven rack and Create-A-Space™ half-rack  ➤ Available in black or white floating glass 

and in stainless steel (shown)  

See pages 114-116 for complete features and specifications.

WALL OVENS
Jenn-Air® single wall ovens bring superb 

per formance, flexibility and style to any

kitchen. Additional double and single wall oven

features include:

Keep Warm setting utilizes a low tempera-

ture setting to keep food warm while you’re

waiting for guests to arrive or putting the 

finishing touches on the rest of the meal.

Cook & Hold setting gives you the freedom

to step away from the oven without having 

to worr y about overcooking food. The oven

automatically adjusts to a Keep Warm 

setting for up to one hour once the preset

cook time has expired – per fect when

you’re enter taining guests or attending to

household activities.

Favorite settings ensure consistent results

every time by allowing you to name, program

and save the cook time, oven temperature

and cooking method for up to 10 of your

favorite recipes.

Hidden bake element/burner is located

under the oven floor, providing a smooth 

sur face that’s easy to wipe clean. Design

also allows for more usable space inside.

CustomCleanTM self cleaning oven is a

hassle free way to keep your oven

sparkling clean by allowing you to set

cleaning levels to match soil buildup.

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION�
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SINGLE WALL OVENS

30" ELECTRIC SINGLE JJW8130DD

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design ➤ Electronic controls

➤ CustomCleanTM self-cleaning bake/broil oven with auto-lock

➤ Cook & Hold, Keep Warm and Favorite Setting options

➤ Six-Pass™ broil element  ➤ Variable temperature broiling

➤ Electronic clock with timer  ➤ Under-counter or in-wall 

installation  ➤ Available in black or white with color-matching

handles or in stainless steel with black handle   

See pages 114-116, 120-121 for complete features and specifications.

30" ELECTRIC SINGLE WITH 
CONVECTION  JJW9130DD

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design ➤ Electronic controls ➤ Two-Mode convection (Convect

Bake/Convect Roast) and bake/broil oven ➤ Auto Convection Conversion

➤ CustomCleanTM self-cleaning oven with auto-lock ➤ Cook & Hold, Keep Warm and

Favorite Setting options  ➤ Six-Pass™ broil element  ➤ Variable temperature broiling

➤ Electronic clock with timer  ➤ Under-counter or in-wall installation

➤ Create-A-Space™ half-rack ➤ Available in black or white with 

color-matching handles or in stainless steel with black handle

Create-A-Space™ half-rack conver ts from a full-width rack to a convenient half-rack, enabling you to fit side dishes into the oven

without sacrificing space needed for larger items on the main rack.

Easy Under Counter Installation allows a customized built-in look in the same amount of space as a 30” freestanding range.

Just select the Jenn-Air® gas or electric cooktop of your choice that is approved for installation above the electric single wall oven.

30" GAS SINGLE  JGW8130DD

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design  ➤ Electronic controls  ➤ Bake/broil

oven  ➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  ➤ Cook & Hold,

Favorite Setting and Keep Warm options  ➤ Electronic ignition  

➤ Convertible to LP  ➤ Two standard racks ➤ Color-matching 

contoured handle ➤ Available in black or white  

TWO-MODE
CONVECT ION
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WALL OVEN COMPLEMENTS
Jenn-Air® products offer a variety of options that enable you to customize your kitchen to fit your cooking style. The exclusive

Jenn-Air® convenience oven provides excellent baking, broiling and toasting results in a more compact space. A Jenn-AirTM

warming drawer enables you to keep menu items warm and at the ideal texture until you’re ready to serve them. Both are ver-

satile enough to be used in the kitchen, rec room, bar area or wherever you entertain guests, and are designed to coordinate

beautifully with our complete line of wall ovens, microwave/wall oven combos and built-in microwaves.

30" WARMING DRAWER  JWD7030CDX 

(shown with white front)

➤ Curved front styling ➤ Capacity to hold up to four, 11" plates  

➤ 82° F – 210° F variable temperature control with 

pre-set Proof, Low, Medium, High settings ➤ 1 to 4 hour 

Auto-Off timer ➤ “Continuous On” option  ➤ Moist/Crisp 

variable moisture control ➤ Available in black or white floating

glass and in stainless steel and Pro-StyleTM design

➤ Custom Panel Kit available to match 

warming drawer with cabinetry

30" CONVENIENCE OVEN  JJW7530DD

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Electronic touch oven controls  

➤ Bake/broil/toast oven  ➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  

➤ Cook & Hold, Keep Warm and Favorite Setting options  

➤ Oven rack designed for toasting  ➤ 4-pass broil element  

➤ Stainless steel towel bar handle on all colors  

➤ Available in black or white floating glass and in stainless steel

See pages 50-51 for more details on Convenience Oven and Warming Drawers.

any 

SMART COMBINATIONS

Combine a Jenn-Air® Convenience Oven with other

Jenn-Air® ovens for many versatile cooking applica-

tions and a completely customized look. The com-

pact size of the Convenience Oven allows you to

enjoy the benefits of a conventional wall oven, in a

much smaller space. And the built-in design coor-

dinates beautifully with other Jenn-Air® appliances.

A Jenn-Air® Convenience Oven above two Jenn-Air®

Warming Drawers (shown at left) is per fect for effi-

cient baking while you warm appetizers in one

warming drawer and dinner plates in the other! Or

choose a Jenn-Air® Convenience Oven placed

above a Jenn-Air® Electric Single wall oven (shown

at right) to create the per fect cooking duo in one

convenient location. 

SHOWN: JJW7530DDS 30" CONVENIENCE OVEN,

2 JWD7030CDX 30" WARMING DRAWERS WITH

JWD7130DDS DRAWER FRONT
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WALL OVENS

SHOWN: JJW7530DDS 30" CONVENIENCE OVEN OVER JJW9530DDS 30"  

ELECTRIC SINGLE WALL OVEN WITH CONVECTION
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30"/27" MICROWAVE/OVEN 
WITH CONVECTION JMW9530DA / JMW9527DA

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Upper 1.5 cu. ft. 1000 watt microwave with stainless

steel interior and glass turntable  ➤ Drop-down microwave door with stainless steel

towel bar handle  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven Smart Touch electronic oven controls

with customization features  ➤ MultiMode® convection  ➤ Auto Convection

Conversion  ➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  ➤ Proofing, Cook & Hold,

Favorite Settings and Keep Warm options ➤ Hidden bake element  ➤ 8-pass broil

element  ➤ Stainless steel towel bar handle on all colors   ➤ Three racks including

an EasyRackTM oven rack and Create-A-Space™ half-rack 

➤ Available in black or white floating glass and in stainless steel  

(Not available in Canada)

30"/27" MICROWAVE/OVEN  
JMW8530DA / JMW8527DA

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ Upper 1.5 cu. ft. 1000 watt microwave with

stainless steel interior and glass turntable   ➤ Drop-down microwave

door with stainless steel towel bar handle  ➤ Exclusive menu-driven

Smart Touch electronic oven controls with customization feature  

➤ CustomClean™ self-cleaning oven  ➤ Cook & Hold, Favorite Settings

and Keep Warm options  ➤ Hidden bake element  ➤ 8-pass broil element

➤ Stainless steel towel bar handle on all colors  ➤ Two racks including 

an EasyRackTM oven rack ➤ Available in black, white or 

bisque floating glass and in stainless steel (shown) 

(Not available in Canada)

MICROWAVE/WALL OVEN COMBOS

Keypad controls on microwave provide more precise time and

temperature settings for effor tless results. Just press the

power level desired on the number pad, and the precise time

when using the timer. There’s no need to scroll up or down to

get to the proper setting.

MULT IMODE ®

CONVECT ION�
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See pages 120-121 for complete features and specifications.

30" MICROWAVE/OVEN
JMW8130DA 

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design ➤ Upper 2.1 cu. ft. 1100 watt microwave

with glass turntable  ➤ Electronic controls ➤ CustomCleanTM

self-cleaning bake/broil oven with auto-lock ➤ Cook & Hold, Keep

Warm and Favorite Setting options ➤ Six-PassTM broil element

➤ Variable temperature broiling ➤ Electronic clock with timer 

➤ Create-A-Space™ half-rack ➤ Available in black or white with 

color-matching oven door handle or in stainless steel 

with black oven door handle 

(Not available in Canada)

30" MICROWAVE/OVEN WITH CONVECTION
JMW9130DA 

➤ Flush-to-cabinet design ➤ Upper 2.1 cu. ft. 1100 watt microwave with

glass turntable  ➤ Electronic controls ➤ Two-Mode Convection (Convect

Bake/Convect Roast) and bake/broil oven ➤ Auto Convection Conversion 

➤ CustomCleanTM self-cleaning oven with auto-lock ➤ Cook & Hold, Keep

Warm and Favorite Setting options ➤ Six-PassTM broil element ➤ Variable

temperature broiling ➤ Electronic clock with timer ➤ Create-A-Space™

half-rack ➤ Available in black or white with color-matching oven door han-

dle or in stainless steel with black oven door handle 

(Not available in Canada)

One-touch pre-programmed convenience selections make it easy to cook

favorites at the touch of a button. 

Glass turntable rotates to ensure even heat distribution and thorough cooking. 

MICROWAVE /WALL OVEN COMBOS

TWO-MODE
CONVECT ION
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30"/27" BUILT-IN MICROWAVE  JMC8130DD / JMC8127DD 

➤ Curved front styling  ➤ 1.5 cu. ft. capacity  ➤ 1000 watts  ➤ Stainless steel interior

and glass turntable  ➤ Ten power levels  ➤ Pre-programmed auto sensor microwaving

➤ Scrolling VFD display with clock  ➤ Drop-down door with stainless steel towel bar

handle on all colors  ➤ Built-in installation only, no trim kit required  ➤ May be

installed above Jenn-Air 27" or 30" single electric wall ovens  ➤ Not for use above 

a gas wall oven  ➤ Available in black, white or bisque floating glass and 

in stainless steel (shown)

See pages 122-123 for complete features and specifications.

SHOWN: JMC8130DDS BUILT-IN MICROWAVE
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BUILT-IN/COUNTERTOP MICROWAVE WITH
CONVECTION  JMC9158AA  (trim kit available)

➤ 1.5 cu. ft. capacity  ➤ 1000 watts  ➤ Ten power levels  ➤ Pre-programmed

auto sensor microwaving  ➤ Scrolling VFD display with clock  ➤ In-wall

installation  ➤ Countertop installation  ➤ May be installed above Jenn-Air®

single electric wall oven (27" AST2780 and 30"AST3080 trim kit accessory

available) ➤ Not for use above a gas wall oven  ➤ Available in black, white,

bisque or stainless steel with black accents (shown) 

(Not available in Canada)

MICROWAVES
The convenience, ease-of-use and stylish appearance of a Jenn-Air® microwave oven make it an integral part of a complete Jenn-Air®

kitchen. Or consider placing one in a den or great room so you can easily enjoy tasty snacks, warm drinks, or a quick meal while

you’re listening to music, working on the computer or watching your favorite TV show or movie.

Auto Sensor Microwaving uses a built-in humidity sensor to accurately determine the correct cooking time and power level for the

food. A variety of popular foods have been preprogrammed for easy microwaving.

Convection utilizes an added element and fan to evenly distribute heated air throughout the microwave oven cavity. This circulating

air creates a consistent temperature around the food, eliminating hot and cold spots. This results in even browning of foods, as well

as tender, juicy meats and poultry. The Jenn-Air® Microwave with Convection may be used to cook foods using microwave only, con-

vection only, or by combining the advantages of convection and microwave cooking together.

MICROWAVES

30" OVER-THE-RANGE MICROWAVE  JMV8208AA 

➤ 2.0 cu. ft capacity  ➤ 1100 watts  ➤ 10 power levels  ➤ Pre-programmed dual

distribution auto-sensor microwaving  ➤ Scrolling VFD display with clock

➤ Halogen below-oven work surface light ➤ 5-level built-in exterior exhaust

system with automatic time set (preset for recirculating ventilation) ➤ Available

in black (shown), white, bisque or stainless steel with black accents

Cookery is not chemistry. It is an art. It requires instinct 

and taste rather than exact measurements.
MARCEL BOULESTIN
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